Toyota vacuum switching valve test

Dan Ferrell writes about do-it-yourself car maintenance and repair. He has certifications in
automation and control technology. Photo courtesy of dave 7 on Flickr. Learning how to test an
EGR valve will save you time, money and some headaches. After miles of service, the exhaust
gas recirculation EGR systemâ€”especially the EGR valveâ€”will lead to engine performance
problems due to carbon buildup, components mechanical problems, or vacuum hose leaks.
Depending on the particular problem, you'll notice symptoms like rough idle, pinging or
knocking engine sounds, an increase in emissions, poor fuel economy, hard starting and even
stalling. Without some troubleshooting, though, these same symptoms will mislead you into
replacing an otherwise good EGR valve, solenoid, or miss a simple solution to your problem.
Here, we take a look at a simple procedure to troubleshoot a potential bad EGR valve, and a few
tips to do some system cleaning, if necessary. In either case, I'd recommend you buy the
vehicle repair manual for your particular make and model, if you don't have one yet. The manual
will help as a reference, either now or later, to identify the exact type and components you have
in your EGR system; help you in identifying passageways for cleaning the system, including the
valve itself; and the correct steps if you need to replace the EGR valve. Not to mention all the
help you'll get in future maintenance and repairs for your vehicle. You can get fairly inexpensive
aftermarket repair manuals from most auto parts stores or online. Or, if you don't want to buy
the manual now, look up a copy of the manual in the reference section of your local public
library. And one more thing. Here, we'll deal with vacuum controlled EGR valves found in old
model vehicles and some newer models using hybrid vacuum-electronic controls. New vehicle
models come with electronically controlled valves, though about six different types of
EGR-valve control configurations exist today, and some late model cars have rid of the EGR
valve entirely. Still, you can follow this guide along with the procedure described in your vehicle
manual to test your EGR valve, if necessary. To apply one of the tests to the EGR valve, you'll
need a vacuum pump, which you can borrow-rent from a local auto parts store, if you don't have
one. Other than that, you'll only need to use some common tools if you need to clean carbon
buildup from EGR system passages. Photo courtesy of Moosealope on Flickr. The EGR system
in your vehicle uses the EGR valve to introduce measured amounts of exhaust gases back into
the combustion chambers. These gases lower combustion temperatures. And lower combustion
temperatures mean lower emission of harmful NOx oxides of nitrogen gases. However, exhaust
gases shouldn't flow continuously into the cylinders. Once the engine has reached operating
temperature, gases begin to flow gradually as engine speed increases. When this flow pattern
fails, you begin to notice a decline in engine performance. For instance, this will happen if the
EGR valve fails to close completely as the engine idles, or fails to open when engine speed
increases. Unfortunately, problems in the EGR system and valve will happen sooner or later.
Overtime, small carbon particles contained in the exhaust gases begin to stick and accumulate
along EGR and intake system passages, clogging tubes, exhaust gasses channels and the EGR
valve itself. Eventually, this will affect the valve's plunger mechanism as well, causing it to stick
open or close. On top of that, EGR parts and components wear out and stop functioning
properly. That's when troubleshooting becomes necessary. You need to confirm whether the
EGR valve has failed or carbon deposits have began upsetting EGR system and engine
operation. Look for a round, thick, metal disc about three inches in diameter. In most cases,
you'll find it around the top area and to one side of the engine. You may need to look between
and under some components on your vehicle. Also, you should see a thin, vacuum line
connected to the top of the valve. Still, depending on your vehicle model, the valve itself may
have a different configuration. If you have trouble locating the valve, consult your vehicle
service manual. Or visit an auto parts retailer on the Web, and enter your vehicle information to
look for the EGR valve. Many auto parts stores online keep a database of auto parts photos or
images for many vehicle makes and models. You may find a picture of the EGR valve for your
particular model. That way you'll know what to look for. The valve's metal disc houses a
diaphragm, spring, and plunger to maintain the valve in the normally closed position. During
operation, increase in vacuum pulls on the diaphragm, overcoming spring pressure to open the
valve. If you have good access to the valve, you may see small openings on the underside of
the metal disc. Valve diaphragms suffer wear and tear as well. Eventually, they may start leaking
exhaust gases. However, hidden from view inside the valve case, you need to do a specific and
simple test to know the condition of the diaphragm. If you suspect carbon deposits are blocking
the EGR valve or system passages, remove the valve. You can also remove carbon deposits
from some electronic EGR valves. Photo courtesy of Jeff Vier on Flickr. Once you know how to
test an EGR valve, apply the same steps every one or two years to service the system. Many car
manufacturers suggest a specific interval to inspect the EGR valve and system. This simple
task will help you keep emissions low, maintain good engine performance, and save on fuel.
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Answer: Check how the valve connects to the exhaust, either a port or a pipe - there's where
pressure should be coming from. Question: I have a ford explorer. The car ran great for 47miles.
But this morning it started idling rough and smoking with a strong smell of gas. Then, the
Check Engine light started blinking. The new codes are P, , , , , P Any suggestions? Could the
new EGR valve be bad? Answer: The problem could be with the ignition system, or a solenoid
related to the EGR valve is not operating correctly, making the valve get stuck and cause
misfires. Question: I replaced my EGR valve and top vacuum hose, but the light of my vehicle is
back on with the same code. What do I look for now? On some models, you may need to remove
the intake and clean buildup at the ports as well. Question: I have a dodge magnum 3. It was
running pretty good, but a bit bogged down and coded for the EGR valve, so we replaced it, and
on the first startup and since it's roughly idling low at around rpm and sputtering. It sounds like
air may be escaping, but I don't know. Coded running lean on banks 1 and 2. The paperwork
says to replace the fuel pump, but nothing is wrong with my fuel pump. Please help? Make sure
vacuum hoses are well connected and in good condition. Also, did you check for build up
around the ports? On some models, you need to dig deep into the intake to clear the passages.
Would a jammed EGR create enough of a backflow issue to trigger such a code? The location of
this valve is in such a position that embarrassing myself by asking the question now is better
than spending quite a few hours removing most of the intake system to get to it. Answer: Once
the code is set the computer will go into limp mode and disable the EGR system. Make sure you
clear out this code from memory after checking there no other ones stored that can give you
more information about the problem. There are other possible issues that may trigger the P
besides a clogged DPF. The most common: damage to wiring or connectors, problems with
pressure hoses or the DPF pressure sensor, issues with regeneration of the DPF, and a bad
EGR valve or its circuit. Question: I have a 13 plate diesel Zafira, and the engine spanner light
came on back last summer, lost power, then it was ok until six weeks ago. P is the fault code. I
did 17 miles before it broke down in Longleat! Could it just be the Air flow filter? Answer: The
code points to an EGR sensor, check the sensor and the valve, it may be stuck. Other
possibilities EGR solenoid and vacuum lines. When I did, the tiny hose broke in half. I used a
slightly different hose, one more flexible and almost the same size. Now my truck won't start?
Would the hose difference cause this? Answer: Probably not. Could you have disconnected
something while replacing the valve? Make sure you have good spark and fuel pressure first.
Also, even if the checking engine light is not on, try downloading trouble codes. There could be
a pending code that could give you some direction. Got the light after about 35 miles of driving.
The car only has , miles on it. Answer: Make sure that you clean all carbon deposits at the
intake ports. Also, the problem might be in the electrical or vacuum side of the circuit. Question:
How do new type EGR valves function? Can the diaphragm be tested using vacuum port on
valve? Answer: If the EGR operates through a vacuum, you can test it with a hand-held vacuum
pump. Modern vehicles have electric EGR valves. You may be able to test this valve with a
digital multimeter. Check your vehicle repair manual to test the electric valve and compare the
values to specs. Question: Would a clogged or bad EGR valve make my all wheel drive shudder
when driving mph? Answer: Sometimes this type of fault is associated with the torque
converter on some automatic transmission models; but an unbalanced tire or faulty rim can
have the same effect within a speed range. While in idle the vehicle is jerking too much and
RPM is reducing automatically. The vehicle is giving a poor average. What may be the reason?
Answer: On some of these models, the injectors seem to have some problems. Check the
injectors, connectors and scan the computer for trouble codes, even if you don't see the CEL
coming on. Question: I have a Honda Civic with a 1. Do I have to have an error code telling me
that I have a bad EGR valve or can I have a bad valve without getting an error code? Answer: A
clogged EGR valve usually will trigger a trouble code but not all the time, specially when
backfires appear. Question: I have a Ford Focus SE manual that had three different issues with
the wires from the starter to the battery falling on the EGR tube and melting, with the last time
burning a hole in the EGR tube. Now the car tries to start but won't turn over. Any suggestions
on the issue, and how difficult will it be to change that tube out? Probably the wires melting
caused a short in the starting system. If the car tries to start, the engine is turning over but
won't catch. I think that's what you tried to say? In this case, check for spark and fuel pressure.
If the engine doesn't turn over, meaning the engine doesn't make any sound or movement and
you hear a click or series or clicks, than the problem is with the starter motor or the starting
system. Now, replacing the EGR tube is a bit tricky because of the space in this model.
However, with the right tools and a bit of elbow grease, you may be able to do it. This other
video may help you here:. But you may also find some homemade smoke test solutions that
might help you. Just do an online search and see what you can find. Question: I have a BMW i.

I've noticed pinging and decreased power during take off or acceleration. My car also stalls out
or the rpm falls to almost zero at other times. My "engine malfunction decreased power" light
comes on when this happens. What could be the problem? Answer: First, download trouble
codes from the computer memory. That should point you to the system where the fault was
detected. There could be several possibilities, a faulty oxygen sensor, bad fuel pump, bad
ignition coil. If you find no codes, try checking the charging system battery and alternator and
circuit and throttle body valvetronic -position sensor and electric motor. I was told the engine
light coming on was en EGR valve getting wet. What do I need to do? Is it safe to drive?
Answer: There could be a problem with the EGR cooler. You may need to have it tested.
Eventually, if not already, it can affect pressure in the cooling system. Keep an eye on the
temperatures, and have it checked soon. Question: I have a Vauxhall Tigra 1. I had the engine
management light reset but, it will not start now. If I take the EGR wire connection off, it will
start and run as normal, but as soon as I put the electrics back on, nothing. Could the new valve
be at fault? Answer: There could be a problem with the solenoids. Scan the computer for
possible pending codes and test the EGR system solenoids as well, if necessary. Question: I
have an intermittent car misfiring. When it misfires, engine light comes on. Scanned it and error
is insufficient flow detected in EGR. EGR was checked and it wasn't dirty at all. Changed spark
plugs. Coils weren't checked since if they were faulty, the issue would be permanent. But it only
happens for a few days and after that, the car runs smooth and engine light goes off itself.
Electrical circuits can cause intermittent faults from loose or damaged wires or connectors.
Wiggle the connectors and wires and see if you can trigger the check engine light. Usually with
a cold engine, but lately even with a warm engine. This car has K miles on it. Should I replace
the EGR valve? Answer: There could be problems with other components like the torque
converter automatic transmission or a faulty oxygen sensor. Download trouble codes, even if
you don't see the check engine light on, for a possible pending code. This other post may help
as well:. Answer: You need to remove the valve to get rid of all the carbon build-up, replace the
gasket and check the mounting area for cracks. Sometimes it's necessary to leave the valve
soaking to remove stubborn build-up. Question: I have a Ford F 4. It was sputtering on and off. I
disconnected the vacuum line to the EGR, and problem solved. Going to leave it disconnected. I
plugged the vacuum line. Any issues with doing this, as I don't have to run it through emissions
testing in my county? Just wanted to make sure this won't cause any damage to my engine.
Answer: Fix the problem as soon as you can; not having the EGR system running will increase
engine temperature which may lead, in the long run, to other problems. Check this other post:.
Answer: Depending on your particular application, the code may point to a problem with the
differential pressure feedback DPFE - also known as a delta pressure feedback sensor circuit
hose, either restricted or unplugged. Also, the code may point to any part of the circuit depending on the manufacturer. It's best to refer to your vehicle repair manual and test the
valve and sensor hoses, connectors for proper operation. A diagnostic code never says what is
wrong with the engine. It tells you in which system or component the computer detected an
issue. The problem might be in that system, component or another related or not related system
or componenet, depending on the fault. Unless the customer tells the technician what part
should be replaced. It happens sometimes. So the shop should conduct the proper tests to find
the source of the P code, in this case. I can understand they might've thought carbon buildup
was most likely the cause. But they should let you know what they did, and conduct another
diagnostic test to make sure the problem has been resolved. This is the ideal case. Again,
depending on the type of the problem, sometimes it's hard for the technician to know if the
issue has been resolved the first time, and it's necessary for the customer to drive the vehicle
for a few days and see if that solved the problem. Hope this helps. After having work done on
my Prius, my engine light came on. I paid the diagnostics fee and it showed code P I was told
my EGR valve needed to be replaced. Toyota extended the warranty on the part but I was about
miles over the allowed mileage. I had it replaced and they cleaned lots of buildup. I drove less
than 20 miles and the engine light returned. Would the diagnostics not show what was wrong? I
was told there could be three other things causing this problem and they must start with
replacing valve? You might not have enough exhaust flow into the cylinders. There could be a
restriction or a leak somewhere in the system. Yes, if the system had a leak it may lead to a leak.
Make sure the connections are properly tight and inspect the hose for damage. Replace it if
necessary. It started missing. Split half inch on both sides. Would that bad hose cause it to
miss??? There could be a problem with the pump or relay. Check first the EGR system and see
if the other one disappears after the repair. You can check the IAC by removing it and applying
direct battery voltage to the valve to see if it is working right. Also buildup can clogg the IAC
passages underneath. You can remove the valve, which is attached to the throttle body, and
check yourself. When I apply the brakes and my car stops, the RPM goes very low under , and

the car shakes a lot. It feels like the car is gonna stall, but it doesn't. After a few seconds it goes
back to rpm. This happens only when I'm stopping, at cruise speeds it works like a charm.
There could be a problem with the transmission. I have a solara camry it runs great no rough
idle or hard starting but no power and will rev high and not shift unless i back off on gas. Check
for air leaks around the MAF sensor and check the O2 sensor. Sometimes swapping O2 sensors
can give you a clue. If the fault code follows the sensor, most likely it's bad. I have a 98 ford
ranger, threw an p Egr code. I ran a vacuum to the valve, engine chugged down i replaced the
ignition coil, the spark pugs, and wires, and the Egr tubing but with used tubing from a ford
ranger. My truck, would surge driving, and all the instruments would fly around. When i
replaced the dpfe or whatever censor it ran better but has started siezing and surging while i
drive again, but after i deleted the egr code the only code that came up was o2 bank one before
the cat A common issue with an EGR valve is carbon buildup around the passages. Even if the
valve is working fine, exhaust gasses will not get to the cylinders as they should. Check also
the wiring for the solenoid and vacuum hoses connections. Tested all fuse and relays, tested
incoming and outgoing voltage to fuel pump receiving 12v. Car quit at residents - and can not
get car to a garage. Have you checked the fuel cut solenoid in the injection pump assembly consult your repair manual, but I believe the resistance between the connectors is about ohms.
Check the intake ports where the valve sits, that's the most common fault in the system. And
then check the system with the help of your vehicle repair manual to discard any faulty
components or circuit fault. Hello have f50 got a code to change egg pressure sensor valve I
changed it cleared code My car is stalling when it reaches its temp then it stalls and I smell gas
out of my exhaust and my check engine light comes on seconds before it stalls. Not familiar
with that model, but it seems you got a problem with the head gasket, leaking oil into coolant.
Take the car for a compression test. This article explains the nuts and bolts of renewing a Thai
driver's license. Foreign residents will learn when, where, what, and how to renew their Thai
license to drive in Thailand. This article provides a good overview of wireless options for people
to use inside their campers and RVs. Learn how to test an ignition coil to troubleshoot engine
misfires, a no-start condition, and other performance issues. This article shows how I did the
repair. If you're thinking of buying a classic VW Beetle, you need to know a few things
beforehand. Discover why the best bargain to be had is from someone who doesn't know he
wants to sell. American auto manufacturers were on a roll in the s. Designing was very
competitive, and, through hot-rodding, engines and horsepower increased dramatically. Thus,
the American Muscle Car was born. Coming out of the infamous F1 season, Schumacher was
looking for his first win in the season. Having made a comeback to winning ways at Italy,
Michael Schumacher wanted a back-to-back win at the U. S Grand Prix. Could he do it?
Apparently, yes. Read on to find out. Pickup trucks are workhorses that can carry loads
approaching their own weight. Interestingly, they are fast, too. How fast is that? How to test
your alternator's voltage regulator to avoid replacing components unnecessarily. Exhaust leak
diagnosis using simple methods and repair suggestions to save money. Looking for a badass
truck name for your new beast of a vehicle? Once you pick a name, you and your new ride can
drive off into the sunset, or into a mob of ravenous zombies, together! The three most common
brake noises I encounter every day when talking to customers are a grinding sound, a thumping
from the rear, and a squeak. This article also includes a repair technique for noisy drum brakes
that I found by trial and error. Auto Repair. DIY Auto Repair. RV Living. Safe Driving. Learning to
Drive. All-Terrain Vehicles. Commercial Vehicles. Automotive Industry. Automotive History.
Related Articles. By Paul Richard Kuehn. By Don Bobbitt. By Dan Ferrell. By Ryan Hutzel. By
Mary Wickison. By LizRobertson. By Jerry Fisher. Auto Racing. By Savio Koman. By Tatiana. By
Eddie Carrara. The function of the EGR system is to recirculate exhaust gases to the intake
manifold of the engine and thereby reduce the nitrous oxide emissions of the vehicle
References 1. Detecting a bad VSV is difficult, but can be accomplished after completing a few
tests. Locate the vacuum switching valve. It has three vacuum hoses and a two-wire electrical
connector attached to it. On four-cylinder engines, the VSV is located on the rear of the engine
below the intake manifold. On six-cylinder engines, the VSV is under the V-Bank cover a plate
with fins , which must be unbolted using an Allen wrench, and then removed by lifting it off its
retaining clips. The VSV is next to the intake manifold. Check the resistance. Remove the
electrical connector from the VSV and check the resistance across the terminals using an
ohmmeter. The resistance should be 33 to 39 ohms at an air temperature of 68 degrees.
Resistance outside this range indicates that the VSV is bad References 1. Continuity test. Verify,
using the ohmmeter, that there is no continuity between either VSV terminal and an electrical
ground on the engine. Any continuity at either terminal indicates the VSV is bad. Blow test.
Remove the vacuum hoses from ports E and G. Blow air into port E and check that it comes out
at port G. If it does not, the VSV is bad. Apply voltage and blow air. Apply battery voltage across

the VSV terminals using wires from the battery terminals. Blow air into port E and see if it
comes out of port F. If it does not, the VSV is bad References 1. Walt Sampson has written
technical manuals and corporate proposals since Step 1 Locate the vacuum switching valve.
Step 2 Check the resistance. Step 3 Continuity test. Step 4 Blow test. Play Now. What does this
mean? Check the "Possible Causes" listed above. Visually inspect the related wiring harness
and connectors. Check for damaged components and look for broken, bent, pushed out, or
corroded connector's pins. How much do you know about cars? Take the AutoCodes. The auto
repair's diagnosis time and labor rates vary by location, vehicle's make and model, and even
your engine type. When the pressure is high, the ECM determines that the pump operates.
Points C and F: ECM detects pressure and exhaust pulsation and determines the pressure
pattern of the system. Point E: ECM detects exhaust pulsation to determine the condition of the
system. Get Access to Factory Service Manuals. Need more help? Get the P Toyota code
diagnosed by a professional: Find a repair shop in your area. Why is the Engine Light ON?
Comments Help us improve AutoCodes. Leave a comment below or tell us if the information
above help you fix the code. What are the symptoms on your vehicle for the P Toyota code?
Have you replaced any parts? Any information is appreciated. Repair Importance Level: 3. Home
- About AutoCodes. Posted and Edit by AutoCodes. When the vacuum is high, combustion
temperatures and airflow are naturally lower so the diaphragm will close and restrict flow, when
vacuum is low airflow and combustion temperatures are higher, so EGR flow must be
increased. Any issues with it can cause the system to malfunction, which can lead to increased
emissions and other problems. Usually a bad or failing EGR vacuum modulator will produce a
few symptoms that can alert the driver of a potential problem that should be serviced. One of
the first problems of a potential issue with the EGR vacuum modulator is engine performance
issues. An excessively large vacuum leak can result in engine performance issues such as a
decrease in power , acceleration , and fuel economy. If the computer detects a problem with the
EGR vacuum modulator signal or circuit it will set off the Check Engine Light to alert the driver
of an issue. The Check Engine Light can also be activated for a variety of other reasons, so
having the vehicle scanned for trouble codes is highly recommended. Another symptom of a
potential problem with the EGR vacuum modulator is a failed emissions test. This will result in
increased NOx emissions, which can cause the vehicle to fail an emissions test if the levels
climb too high. This is particularly important for states that require emissions testing for all of
their registered vehicles. While the EGR systems on newer vehicles are being controlled by a
wide variety of other methods, EGR vacuum modulators are still commonly found on many road
going cars and trucks. They serve an important purpose in the overall functionality of the EGR
system and when they fail can cause an increase in emissions. The most popular service
booked by readers of this article is Exhaust and Emission System Inspection. Our certified
mobile mechanics perform over services, including diagnostics, brakes, oil changes, scheduled
mileage maintenances, and will come to you with all necessary parts and tools. Our certified
mobile mechanics make house calls in over 2, U. Fast, free online quotes for your car repair.
Exhaust and Emission System Inspection Cost. Service Location. Engine performance issues
One of the first problems of a potential issue with the EGR vacuum modulator is engine
performance issues. Failed emissions test Another symptom of a potential problem with the
EGR vacuum modulator is a failed emissions test. Check Engine Light. Home Articles. The
statements expressed above are only for informational purposes and should be independently
verified. Please see our terms of service for more details. Excellent Auto Repair Ratings.
YourMechanic Auto Repair. Related Articles. Recent Exhaust and Emission System Inspection
reviews. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Ben 41 years of experience. Request Ben. Ford F V
Ben was terrific! He was very knowledgeable and thorough. I highly recommend him! Resolved
4 out of 5 error codes. I was looking at thousands of dollars of repairs after speaking with 4
mechanics. I'll work with him again to resolve the final issue later. Pedro 22 years of experience.
Request Pedro. Infiniti Q60 V Very professional and honest. Was fortunate to have him be the
one to show up. Thank you Pedro! Mercury Mountaineer V Did everything he could to track
down a emissions code, after all recommended to replace a bad PCM. Choeun 15 years of
experience. Request Choeun. Lexus IS V A very good experience with the other professional
finished in a timely manner very gracious will choose his service again if needed. Need Help
With Your Car? Related articles. Read more. If If your car was manufactured after , it has an
OBD II system that monitors emissions and other systems on board. Related questions The P
error keep coming up and my car keeps jumping, and turning itself off and on while I drive
sometimes. Hello, thanks for writing in. If you took your vehicle in for repairs, and it was
returned with a check engine light then I would immediately return to the shop and have them
take care of the issue. If the Idle in drive then died now won't crank or start Hi there. Sounds like
the engine gas recirculation valve EGR is coming on when the engine is at an idle. Check the

EGR and see if its plugged in and working. If so, then remove the EGR valve and clean Getting
Engine light code PC The most common cause to this code is a fuel cap that is lose or not
sealing. I would check the fuel cap to see if its lose or replace the cap altogether to see if that
code will go Browse other content. Schedule your Exhaust and Emission System Inspection
today! Exhaust and Emission System Inspection Price. How can we help? Read FAQ. I hope it
helps you diagnose and repair these systems a little easier. Personally, I prefer to first verify
there is a leak, then treat it in the same way I would if I were looking for an open wire in an
electrical system. The first step is to seal the system for testing. This is usually accomplished
by sealing the air vent line to the tank and any other normally open vent lines in the system.
Currently, the only option listed here is the EVAP system, and by commanding control, you
order the PCM to close the system for testing. Note: On some makes, you may still have to seal
the tank air vent. You will have to cycle the key in order to return the EVAP system to its normal
state. Once the system is sealed, I use the pressure function of the tester to pressurize the
system. I want the indicator ball to fall all the way to the bottom. Depending on the amount of
fuel in the tank, it may take a minute or two. Then I reapply pressure. If the ball jumps up and
starts back down, I know I have a really small leak â€” typically weathered rubber lines or seals.
I like to remove the cap and seal the opening with one of the plugs supplied with the tester. If
my leak test passes, I reinstall the cap and test once more. If it fails, I inspect the cap and fuel
neck for damage and repair as needed. If the leak is not in the cap, then I break the system
down into two parts, the purge side and the tank side. I isolate the two parts at the canister, and
test each individually. Once I find which leg the leak is in, I can either break it down into smaller
sections, or go straight to the smoke and look for the cause. Here I refer to the service
information for detailed testing instructions. Advertisement Once the leak is repaired, I again
pressure-test the entire system to verify the repair. This is an important step in customer
satisfaction. This can take several drive cycles to accomplish and make many EVAP repairs
hard to verify by running the monitors alone. The PCM strategies for leak detection and system
monitoring are different between the two and affect diagnostic procedures and code definitions.
When leak detection standards became more stringent, the late-type system was implemented.
Another important difference between the systems is located on or near the canister itself. The
important difference is in how this information is obtained. The PCM then compares pressure in
the side being tested to its internal expectations. If these are not met, a leak code is set. This
valve connects the tank and canister side together for leak testing. Anything outside of this
value will trigger a leak code. This makes verification of repairs in the bay more important, as
test driving to run the monitors is impractical. Also, be aware while reviewing this information
that restrictions in the system can also cause codes to be set as quickly as leaks can. Lastly,
always diagnose and repair leak codes first before diagnosing component failures. This code is
always a leak on the tank side of the system. It may also be caused by a leak in the purge side
of the system. The PCM looks for these three conditions:. To check for restrictions in the purge
system, disconnect the purge line from the canister and connect it to a vacuum gauge. Should a
problem exist in these components, expect a possible code P to also be set see below. And, as
with any diagnostic, do a visual inspection of the lines for proper connection and condition. If
no difference is seen, two steps are taken:. If so, diagnose and repair the leak conditions first
before verifying operation of the 3-Way VSV. If all other causes are ruled out, or freeze frame
data shows that the code set at 0 mph, suspect a canister fault and see the model specific
service information for canister testing procedures. Here are some ideas on testing the valve
without removal, and using a lab scope or DSO. In some cases, connecting directly at the PCM
is the easiest. On others, it may be more practical to connect in the harness or at the VPS itself.
Connect the purge line from the canister directly to intake vacuum, either by commanding the
EVAP VSV open, or using a length of vacuum line, and look for the pressure drop on the VPS
signal line. You may also see the pulsations that should be present see Photo 5. The VPS
voltage will increase with pressure increase and decrease with pressure loss. If results on both
sides are the same, check the electrical and mechanical operation of the 3-Way VSV and
condition of the connecting lines. Inspect the valve for debris clogging the passages. If any is
noted, then suspect internal failure of the canister as the root cause charcoal granules escaping
from the canister and clogging the valve. Use the DSO or scan PID to verify the signal fault and
use basic electrical diagnostics to isolate the cause â€” typically a faulty sensor, open wiring or
poor ground. Check freeze-frame data as well; a run time of less than seconds is a good
indication of a fault in the sensor itself. Remember the differences in the late system? Some
decay is normal as tank pressure rises from fuel evaporation. Advertisement Note: Some and
later models have repositioned EVAP components to areas that make access more difficult. For
these systems, the manufacturer has outlined a 6-step test using the factory scan tool to assist
in diagnosis. If the specified pressure drop is not reached, or the pressure drop continues past

the point that the PCM commanded the valve closed, this code will be set. To diagnose this
code, first make sure no leak codes P or P are set. Any leaks in the system will not allow
pressure to drop and can also set this code. It then monitors vacuum decay. A rapid rate of
decay indicates a large leak, and a rate of decay just above normal indicates a small leak. Use
an EVAP tester as described in the beginning of this text to isolate the leak. This line and valve
need to be tested separately. It shares nothing in common with the early system code P No
change or a change at a rate less than the expected values is read by the PCM as a restriction
on the fresh air inlet side of the system. This is a test for restrictions in the air inlet line. A leak
in this line will set a corresponding leak DTC as described earlier. The pressure increase rate
should drop as a result. Testing is fairly simple. To test the CCV, command the valve open and
ensure that there is free flow through the line all the way to the canister connection. Closing the
valve should result in no flow see Photo 6. Again, the CCV is a common fault item, so start here.
The VPS should read the change. With the valve commanded closed, no change should be
seen. If either valve fails these tests, proceed with normal electrical-mechanical tests of the
valves themselves. And, as always, once your repair is made, verify the repair and system
function before returning to the customer. Well, there you have it. European: Import Coolant
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